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Editorial Note 

As referred, Alzheimer's sickness likewise called as Dementia 

usually grows among the old age prompting loss of memory 

and psychological working, for example, thinking, recalling and 

thinking and conduct capacities that upsets the everyday 

schedule of the subjective individuals. Alzheimers Disease is a 

main active disease that is related with degeneration of brain 

cells and their association, thrashing memory and other 

significant mental capacities. Since long time we have been 

battling this issue, it is very miserable that, still there is no fix 

exists, yet drug and the executive’s techniques may briefly 

improve side effects. To handle this issue, academic network 

has begun discovering more current ways and laying ways, 

exhibiting this top of the line attempts to every single resident 

present in various corners of the world. Being an open access 

stage, we share the data to each eager peruser with no 

impediments. 

 

Journal of Alzheimers Disease and Parkinsonism covers most 

by far of the subjects and joins a wide degree of fields, for 

example, neurodegenerative illnesses, neuroimaging methods, 

oxidative pressure instigated neuron harmfulness, reperfusion 

injury, neurobiology, CNS tumor immature microorganisms, 

Down condition, neuropathology, neurodegenerative issues, 

oxidative pressure Alzheimer's patients, foundational 

microorganism treatment Parkinson, parkinsonism quality 

treatment, and so forth. Along these lines, combining a wide 

extent of assessment works which benefits the individuals, who 

has become prey to this destructive ailment, and so forth in its 

solicitation to make a stage for the creators and to make their 

devotion towards the Journal and the article office guarantees 

an associate audit process for the submitted interesting copies 

for streaming. 

  

This accomplice assessed clinical Journal is utilizing the Online 

Submission System for quality in the survey strategy. Online 

Submission System is an online one of a kind copy 

accommodation, survey, and overall arranging structure. Audit 

plan is performed by the dispersion board individuals from the 

Journal of Alzheimers Disease and Parkinsonism or outside 

specialists, at any rate, two independent intellectuals support 

followed by article overseer endorsing is required for 

certification of any citable extraordinary copy. Creators may 

submit special duplicates and screen their improvement through 

this structure, ideally to spread. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Journal have been with "n" number of researchers, 

supporting their works and their endeavours held a significant 

job of spreading the more up to date data and headways to 

academic network since 10 years by distributing an issue once 

in at regular intervals which comprises at any rate 45 issues till 

2019 and now it has entered 10th volume and effectively 

delivered 4 issues with great exploration papers. 

 

Journal of Alzheimers Disease and Parkinsonism (ISSN: 2329- 

9509) plans to interface information openings isolating 

customary fields of Neurology and Dementia. The Journal 

appropriates articles with most raised impact factor and offers 

Open Access choice to address the issues of authors and lift 

article unquestionable quality. To give upto-date information in 

latest practices, scholastic system has started finding more 

current ways and laying ways, showing this best in class 

endeavours to each and every inhabitant present in different 

corners of the world. Being an open access stage, the Journal 

share Latest updates and information to reader without any 

repressions and go about as a significant boundary in giving the 

best data towards the user. 


